Let I be a nonzero proper ideal in a Noetherian integral domain R. In this paper we establish the existence of a finite separable integral extension domain A of R and a positive integer m such that all the Rees integers of IA are equal to m. Moreover, if R has altitude one, then all the Rees integers of J = Rad(IA) are equal to one and the ideals J m and IA have the same integral closure. Thus Rad(IA) = J is a projectively full radical ideal that is projectively equivalent to IA. In particular, if R is Dedekind, then there exists a Dedekind domain A having the following properties: (i) A is a finite separable integral extension of R; and, (ii) there exists a radical ideal J of A and a positive integer m such that IA = J m . In this case the extension A also has the property that for each maximal ideal N of A with I ⊆ N , the canonical inclusion R/(N ∩ R) ֒→ A/N is an isomorphism, and the integer m is a multiple of [A (0) : R (0) ].
The integral closure R ′ of R is a Krull domain, so W = R ′ p is a DVR for each minimal prime p of t −1 R ′ , and V = W ∩ F , where F is the field of fractions of R, is also a DVR.
The set Rees I of Rees valuation rings of I is the set of DVRs V obtained in this way, cf.
[15, Section 10.1].
If (V 1 , N 1 ), . . . , (V n , N n ) are the Rees valuation rings of I, then the integers (e 1 , . . . , e n ), where IV i = N e i i , are the Rees integers of I. Necessary and sufficient conditions for two regular proper ideals I and J to be projectively equivalent are that (i) Rees I = Rees J and (ii) the Rees integers of I and J are proportional [1, Theorem 3.4] . If I is integrally closed and each Rees integer of I is one, then I is a projectively full radical ideal. 1 A main goal in the papers [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , and [6] , and also in the present paper, is to answer the following question: and, (b) the greatest common divisor e of e 1 , . . . , e n is a unit in R. Then A e = R[x 1 , . . . , x g ] is a finite free integral extension ring of R and the ideal J e = (x 1 , . . . , x g )A e is projectively full and projectively equivalent to IA e . Thus P(IA e ) = P(J e ) is projectively full. Also, if
R is an integral domain and if z is a minimal prime ideal in A e , then ((J e + z)/z) a is a projectively full ideal in A e /z that is projectively equivalent to (IA e +z)/z, so P((IA e +z)/z) is projectively full.
We prove in [6, (3.19) and (3.20) ] that if either (i) R contains an infinite field, or (ii) R is a local ring with an infinite residue field, then it is possible to choose generators b 1 , . . . , b g of I that satisfy assumption (a) of Theorem 1.2. We prove in [6, (3.7) ] that if "greatest common divisor" is replaced with "least common multiple", then the integral closure of the ideal J e in Theorem 1.2 is a radical ideal with all Rees integers equal to one. Specifically: In Section 4 we present an application that partially extends Theorem 2.8.1 to certain finite sets of ideals.
Further, if R is an integral domain and if z is a minimal prime ideal in
Our notation is mainly as in Nagata [12] , so, for example, the term altitude refers to what is often called dimension or Krull dimension, and a basis for an ideal is a set of elements that generate the ideal.
Finite integral extensions of a Noetherian domain.
To prove our main result, we use a theorem of Krull; before stating Krull's Theorem, we recall the following terminology from [5] . N 1 ) , . . . , (V n , N n ) be distinct rank one discrete valuation domains of a field F and for i = 1, . . . , n let K i = V i /N i denote the residue field of V i . Let m be a positive integer. By an m-consistent system for {V 1 , . . . , V n }, we mean a collection of sets S = {S 1 , . . . , S n } satisfying the following conditions:
where K i,j is a simple algebraic field extension of K i and s i , f i,j , e i,j ∈ N + (the set of positive integers).
(2) For each i, the sum
Definition 2.2 The m-consistent system S as in Definition 2.1 is said to be realizable if there exists a separable algebraic extension field L of F such that:
, and the ramification index of V i,j over V i is e i,j (so
If S and L are as above, we say the field L realizes S or that L is a realization of S.
. . , n, let m be a positive integer, and let (ii) F has at least one rank one discrete valuation domain
and for each h ∈ N, there exists an irreducible separable polynomial
h for each l = 1, . . . , t and i = 1, . . . , n.
Observe that condition (i) of Theorem 2.3 is a property of the m-consistent system S = {S 1 , . . . , S n }, whereas condition (ii) is a property of the family of rank one discrete valuation domains of the field F , and condition (iii) is a property of the family ( 
field that realizes S and let E be the integral closure of D in L. Then:
2) E is a Dedekind domain that is a finite separable integral extension domain of D, 
e i e i,j . Since the ideals P i,j are the only prime ideals in E that lie over M i (for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , s i ) and since the P i,j are comaximal, it follows that IE = P 1,1 e 1 e 1,1 · · · P n,sn enen,s n .
We use the following two lemmas in the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
Lemma 2.5 Let D be a Dedekind domain and let
Proof. Let e i = p h i d i , where p |d i , and h i ≥ 0. We may assume that the e i are ordered
by Theorem 2.3(i). Therefore, by Remark 2.4 (especially (2.4.2)), the integral closure
where
integer factors than does n i=1 e i . Finally, since all f i,j are equal to one, it follows that and,
be a subring of E that is a finite integral extension domain of R and that has quotient field
and for i = 1, . . . , n let
is the integral closure of A in its quotient field L, and P i is a maximal ideal in A such that
our hypotheses imply that H has Rees valuation rings E N 1 , . . . , E Nn with corresponding
We also use the following well-known fact concerning the Rees valuation rings of an ideal of I and e 1 , . . . , e n are the Rees integers of I. If either n = 1 or e 1 = · · · = e n , then the conclusions of part 2 follow from Lemma 2.6 with L = F , so we may assume that n > 1 and that not all the e i are equal. Let d be the greatest common divisor of e 1 , . . . , e n . Then Proof. Let S = {S 1 , . . . , S n }, where:
. , e 1 }; and, for i = 2, . . . , n, S i = {(K i,1 , 1, e 1 )}. Then a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5 shows that S is a realizable e 1 -consistent system for {D M 1 , . . . , D Mn } and that IE 1 = J 1 e 1 , where
en . Finally, since all f i,j are equal to one, it follows that
Remark 2.11 (2.11.1) In Theorem 2.8.2, assume that the exponents e 1 , . . . , e n are arranged so that e i > 1 if and only if i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where k ≤ n. If we successively carry out the separate steps of the induction in the proof of Theorem 2.8.2 using Lemma 2.10, then we get a chain of rings
Dedekind domain that is a finite separable integral extension of E i−1 and for which (E i ) U
has exactly e i − 1 more maximal ideals than (E i−1 ) U , where
fact, for i = 1, . . . , k, E i is obtained as the integral closure of
Here, the e i -consistent system S (i) completely splits (into e i components) the unique maximal ideal in E i−1 that contracts in D to M i , and it completely ramifies (of index e i ) all the remaining maximal ideals in N(E i−1 ), 
for the e i maximal ideals N of (a) it holds that E i /N ∼ = D/(N ∩ D) and (N ∩ E i−1 )(E i ) N = N (E i ) N . It follows that, in E = E k , N(E) has exactly e 1 + · · · + e k + (n − k) maximal ideals, and of these, exactly e i of them contract in D to M i for i = 1, . . . , n. Also, if N is a maximal ideal in E and N ∩ D = M i (with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}), and if e i * = e 1 ···en e i , then N ∈ N(E k ) (= N(E)), M E n = N e i * E N , and E/N ∼ = D/M i . It therefore follows that:
. , e i }; and, for i = k + 1, . . . , n, S i = {(K i,1 , 1, e 1 · · · e n )}, 2 so IE = J e 1 ···en , where 
3) It follows from the last part of (2.11.1) that, in Corollary 2.9, the extension domain E of D and the integer h such that IE = J h can be chosen such that: h = e 1 · · · e n ; and, the quotient field L of E is a realization of an h-consistent system for the Rees valuation rings of I. And it follows from the last part of (2.11.2) that, in Corollary 2.9, if d is the greatest common divisor of e 1 , . . . , e n , if 3 Principal ideals and projective equivalence in finite integral extensions.
In this section we consider the question of an extension of Theorem 2.8.2 to regular principal ideals of a Noetherian integral domain of altitude greater than one. 
, and the powers of the maximal ideal M of R define a valuation on the quotient field of R that is readily seen to be a Rees valuation ring of P , but not a Rees valuation ring of bR (since V is the only Rees valuation ring of bR). Therefore P = J ∩ R is not projectively equivalent to bR = bV ∩ R, by [1, (3.4) ].
With notation as in Example 3.2, the finite integral extension A = R[x, y] contains an ideal xA that is projectively equivalent to bA and the unique Rees integer of xA is one.
Thus in relation to Question 1.1, it seems natural to ask: The following definition is used in this result. g. Since R is integrally closed, it follows that Ass(R/c g R) is the set of height one prime ideals in R that contain cR, so it follows that cR ∈ p i for i = 1, . . . , n, and p 1 , . . . , p n are the only height one prime ideals in R that contain cR, since Ass(R/cR) = Ass(R/(J k ) a ).
Therefore, since Ass(R/c g R) = Ass(R/(J gk ) a ) for all positive integers g, it follows from Definition 3.4 that (3.5.7) holds, hence (3.5.4) ⇒ (3.5.7).
Assume that (3.5.7) holds, so Ass(R/(J k ) a ) = {p 1 , . . . , p n } for all positive integers k, since each p i is a minimal prime divisor of J and of (J k ) a . Therefore for all positive integers
Let U be as in (3.5.8) . Then it is readily checked that
for all positive integers k, so (3.5.8) ⇒ (3.5.6) (since
The case k = m of (3.5.6) implies that (3. 4 An application to asymptotic sequences.
The main result in this section, Proposition 4.2, partially extends Theorem 2.8.1 to certain finite sets of ideals, and its corollary (4.6) applies this to asymptotic sequences. In the proofs we use the following definition. 
, e n 1 +···+n h−1 +j = e i,j , and e n 1 +···+n h−1 +j * = e i,j * .
Then the remainder of the proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.8.2.
We construct a chain of semi-local Principal Ideal Domains
where, for k = 1, . . . , n * , E k is the integral closure of
are all similar. Specifically: S (k) ramifies to the index e k * each of the e 1 * · · · e k−1
ideals all of the other maximal ideals N in E k−1 ; and, S (k) gives no proper residue field extensions (that is, all of the residue field extensions K i,j (see (1) in Definition 2.1) of each
It is readily checked that each S (k) is an e k * -consistent system for {(E k−1 ) N | N is a maximal ideal in E k−1 }, and it is realizable, by Theorem 2.3(i). Therefore their "composition" yields the chain (4.2.3) of separable extensions of degrees e 1 * , . . . , e n * * , resp., so the quotient field L n * of E n * is separable over the quotient field L 0 of R and D, and [L n * :
= m (with m as in (4.2.2)). It follows that each M i,j is ramified to the index e i,j * in each of the
for each of these m e i,j * maximal ideals N , and e i,j * e i,j = m i , by (4.2.1). Thus, for i = 1, . . . , h and j = 1, . . . , n h , M i,j e i,j E n * has only the Rees integer m i with multiplicity m e i,j * (see Definition (4.1)). Since I i = M i,1 e i,1 · · · M i,n i e i,n i , it follows that, for i = 1, . . . , h, the Rees integers of I i E n * are all equal to m i .
Since L n * is a finite separable extension field of
. It is readily checked that this implies there exists r ∈ R such that rθ is integral over R. Therefore A = R[rθ] has quotient field L n * and is a simple free separable integral extension domain of R. Since the rings (E n * ) N (with N a maximal ideal in E n * ) are the Rees valuation rings of the ideals I i A, by Remark 2.7, it follows that, for i = 1, . . . , h, the Rees integers of I i A are all equal to m i . 
where, for i = 1, . . . , h and j = 1, . . . , n i , To prove a corollary of Proposition 4.2, we recall the following definition. Concerning Definition 4.5, it is shown in [9, (5.13) ] that every R-sequence is an asymptotic sequence, and it is shown in [9, (5.3) ] that if R is locally quasi-unmixed, then an ideal is generated by an asymptotic sequence if and only if it is an ideal of the principal class. Proof. For (4.6.1), Rees I i ∩ Rees I j = ∅ for i = j in {1, . . . , g}, since b 1 , . . . , b g is an asympototic sequence in R, so the conclusion follows from Proposition 4.2.
The proof of (4.6.2) is similar, since b 1 , . . . , b g is a permutable asymptotic sequence in R.
